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ABSTRACT

A soap film spanning a doubly looped wire frame can have the topology of a Möbius strip. It
is well-known that, when the closed wire frame is pulled apart and gradually deformed into
a planar circle, the soap film spanning the wire frame can be transformed into a two-sided,
orientable surface. This topological change involves a collapse of the film toward the wire, when
there is a finite-time twist singularity which changes the linking number of the film’s Plateau
border and the centerline of the wire. We carry out a numerical study based on the immersed
boundary method to investigate the topological change of the one-sided, non-orientable surface
to a two-sided, orientable one, accompanied by the finite-time twist singularity.

INTRODUCTION

One of the minimal surfaces is Möbius strip (called minimalMöbius strip) which can be phys-
ically realized as follows: one dips an almost doubly-looped wire frame into a soap solution,
withdraws the wire frame supporting the soap film, and break appropriate soap surfaces so that
the remaining soap film becomes a Möbius strip. It is well observed that, when the closed wire
frame is gradually deformed into a planar circle, the soap film spanning the wire can be trans-
formed into a two-sided, orientable surface [1]. Goldsteinet al. [1] investigated this topological
change of soap-film Möbius strip and found that the topological change involves a collapse of
the film toward the wire frame and a finite-time twist singularity which changes the linking
number of the film’s Plateau border and the centerline of the wire. From their observations, they
have proposed an open question that the singularity associated with the topological change of
any type of soap films occurs always at the wire frame.
We here use the IB method based on that used in foam simulationin [2]. The surface of the
soap film is expressed as the collection of triangular facets(triangulation), and the discrete
force density, which is simply the surface tension, is computed at the vertices of the triangular
facets, see [2] for the derivation of the discrete force density from the surface energy defined
on the triangulated surface. By using an algorithm to maintain the resolution over the soap film
despite large changes in the lengths of edges of the triangular facets, we can naturally handle
the topological change of the Möbius strip.



MODEL EQUATIONS AND IMMERSED BOUNDARY METHOD

We here state the mathematical formulation of the IB method and its numerical implementation
to simulate a soap film spanning a closed wire which is immersed in a 3D fluid. The numerical
method is based on the first-order Euler method.
Let X(r, s, t), which is called an immersed boundary, be the configuration of a soap film at any
given timet. Then the force densityF(r, s, t) applied to the fluid can be computed as

F(r, s, t) = 2γH
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whereγ is the surface tension constant,H is the mean value of two principal curvatures [2],
andn is the unit normal vector of the surface.
The second step is to convert the Lagrangian force densityF(r, s, t) into the Eulerian force
densityf(x, t) as

f(x, t) =
∫

F(r, s, t)δ(x−X(r, s, t))drds, (2)

wherex = (x, y, z) are fixed Cartesian coordinates. The functionδ(x) = δ(x)δ(y)δ(z) is the
three-dimensional Dirac delta function.
Once we have the force densityf(x, t), we can solve the Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous
incompressible fluid:

ρ
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= −∇p+ µ∇2
u+ f , (3)

∇ · u = 0, (4)

where the constant parametersρ andµ are the fluid density and viscosity, respectively.
After we obtain the fluid velocity fieldu(x, t), we update the node points on the soap film which
move by

∂X

∂t
(r, s, t) = u(X(r, s, t), t) =

∫

u(x, t)δ(x−X(r, s, t))dx. (5)

RESULTS

It has been observed recently [1] that, when the closed wire supporting a soap film is gradually
deformed into a planar circle, the soap film which is initially a Möbius strip is transformed into a
two-sided, orientable surface. Figure 1 shows the motion ofthe surface (shaded surface) induced
by the deformation of the closed wire frame (thick line) for some selected times:τ = 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.415, 0.55, 0.7 and 1.0. We can see that, as time goes on,the throat of the Möbius strip
gets more concave outward and thus its diameter gets smaller. This is analogous to the catenoid
which becomes more concave outward and has smaller throat diameter as the distance between
two wire frames supporting the catenoid gets larger. The diameter of the throat of the Möbius
strip gets smaller until aroundτ = 0.415 when the Möbius strip is suddenly transformed into a
two-sided, orientable surface, see the second row of the figure.
The top panels of Figure 2 shows the motion of surface together with the contours of the same
angles at times;τ = 0.37, 0.415, 0.52 and 0.7 from left to right. Red color representsa large
bending, and blue color represents a small bending. We can see that the surface has a large
bending part (red) near the throat when the transformation occurs around atτ = 0.415. The
bottom panel of Figure 2 plots the maximum value of the anglesover the surface as a function
of time. The maximum angle increases slowly as the time proceeds until approximatelyτ = 0.4



Figure 1. The motion of the surface induced by the deformation of the closed wire frame at
some selected times:τ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.415, 0.55, 0.7, and 1.0. As time goes on, the throat of
the Möbius strip gets more concave outward and thus narrower. The one-sided, non-orientable
surface is transformed into a two-sided, orientable one at aboutτ = 0.415.

Figure 2. The motion of surface (top panels) atτ = 0.37, 0.415, 0.52 and 0.7, with red for
a large bending and blue for a small bending. The surface has alarge bent part (red) near the
throat when the transformation begins to occur around atτ = 0.415. The bottom panel shows
the maximum angle between two neighboring triangular facets of the surface as a function of
time. The maximum angle increases quickly fromτ = 0.4 to 0.415, stays at a large value until
τ = 0.48, and decreases again. Thus, we can say that the topological change occurs between
τ = 0.415 to 0.48.

when it increases quickly tillτ = 0.415. Then the maximum angle stays at a large value until
τ = 0.48, and then decreases again. Thus it is reasonable to say that the topological change
occurs betweenτ = 0.415 andτ = 0.48.



The topological change of the Möbius strip is known to involve a collapse of the soap film
toward the wire, when there is a finite-time twist singularity which changes the linking number
of the film’s Plateau border and the centerline of the wire [1]. Figure 3 draws the wire frame
(thick line) and the curve (thin line) constructed in this way at some selected times:τ = 0.31,
0.415, 0.43 and 0.67. We can see clearly from the figure that there is a twist between the two
curves up toτ = 0.415, which implies that the linking number is±2, see the blow-up in the
upper-right panel. This twist disappears and the linking number is 0 atτ = 0.43. Thus we verify
that the topological change of the soap film induces the twistsingularity.

Figure 3. The linking of the wire frame (thick and blue) and a curve (thin and red) is drawn,
where the thin curve is constructed by connecting the vertices of the triangulated facets consid-
ered as Plateau border that are not on the wire frame, i.e., interior points. The twist between the
two curves disappears and the linking number changes from±2 to 0 betweenτ = 0.415 and
0.43 inducing an instability.
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